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It is estimated that there are over 300,000 companies involved in the world's art market,
employing around 2.8 million people. But the art world carries a veneer of mystery and secrecy
that many people find daunting, and the language used by market insiders can be alienating and
confusing to those new to the art market.The A-Z of the International Art Market not only clarifies
useful terms and definitions, but also represents a significant contribution to the fast-developing
processes of transparency and democratisation in the global art business. Comprising art
market terms and core concepts – both historical and contemporary – this book is a long-
awaited reference source that offers a unique introduction to a dynamic business sector.The A-Z
of the International Art Market provides an accessible and thorough insight into critical areas of
market practice and custom that anyone involved in the art market will find useful and
enlightening.



“Tom Flynn delves into the sometimes opaque language of the art market and comes up with a
clear explanation of its terms, often coupled with useful historical perspectives. The introductory
essays are a good overview of the market – both yesterday’s and today’s.”Georgina Adam, Art
market editor-at-large, The Art Newspaper; Art market contributor, The Financial Times“Tom
Flynn is unusual in being a scholar and academic who is deeply knowledgeable about the
operation of the international art market. He provides a comprehensive, wide-ranging and
historically well-informed account of the sometimes arcane language which surrounds the art
market, including brief descriptions of the leading dealers, galleries, art fairs, websites and tools
for understanding the art trade.”Charles Saumarez Smith, Royal Academy of Arts“Tom Flynn is
the least servile art historian I know and his writing on the art market is characteristic of him–
thank heavens.”Anna Somers Cocks OBE, CEO, The Art NewspaperThe A-Z of the International
Art MarketThe A-Z of the International Art MarketThe essential guide to customs, conventions
and practiceBy Tom FlynnBloomsbury AcademicAn imprint of Bloomsbury Publishing
PlcContentsPrefaceAcknowledgementsIntroductionA-ZNotesBibliographyPrefaceIn recent
years, we have witnessed the emergence of a new and rapidly expanding international
community of students requesting a clearer understanding of the terminology used by
participants in the international art markets. Demand for courses in the creative industries and
the cultural economy – and more specifically in the increasingly global art markets – is growing
exponentially. Courses in art and business and the economics of art have multiplied over the last
decade. This book was compiled in response to that interest.Art history and the art market have
not always been happy bedfellows. While studying art history at university in the 1980s, I quickly
discovered that it was still something of a taboo to bring commercial considerations into the
discussion of art and its histories. To do so, it seemed, was to endanger the cordon sanitaire that
separated aesthetics from the market, the breaking of which might somehow pollute the object
of study. Gradually, however, a socio-economic tangent began to appear, Michael Baxandall’s
Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy (1972), Janet Wolff’s The Social Production of
Art (1981), Nicos Hadjinicolaou’s Art History and Class Struggle (1979) and A. L. Rees and
Frances Borzello’s edited volume The New Art History (1981) being just a handful of the more
notable discipline-expanding additions to traditional art historical methodologies.Since then,
interest in the socio-economics of art, in its patterns of consumption, and an implicit
acknowledgement of the work of art as ‘the deposit of a social relationship’, to use Michael
Baxandall’s phrase, have blossomed. We now have a rich literature on the art markets and
commissioning processes at work in Renaissance Italy thanks to the work of, among many
others, Richard Goldthwaite (1993), Michelle O’Malley (2005), Evelyn Welch (2005), Guido
Guerzoni (2011), and Jonathan K. Nelson and Richard J. Zeckhauser (2008). These recent
analyses represent a significant catch-up on the established and growing literature on the art
markets of the Dutch Golden Age conducted by John Michael Montias (1982), Neil De Marchi



and Hans J. Van Miegroet (2006), Michael North (1997) and others in recent decades. To these
we can now add the recent studies of the markets for art in eighteenth-century England and
Continental Europe, Iain Pears’s The Discovery of Painting (1988), Brian Cowan’s The Social
Life of Coffee (2005), and Michael North and David Ormrod’s edited volume, Art Markets in
Europe: 1400–1800 (1998) being just a few of the more helpful recent contributions to this
period.Moving into the nineteenth century, Pamela Fletcher and Anne Helmreich’s edited
volume, The Rise of the Modern Art Market in London (2013) broke fresh ground for nineteenth-
century studies, while James Hamilton’s A Strange Business (2014) also shifted the art
historical emphasis further towards the lived social relations of artists, dealers, engravers and
the public for art in Victorian Britain. Developments of note in the French market have included
the recent museum interest in the art dealer Paul Durand-Ruel, following Pierre Assouline’s
Discovering Impressionism: The Life of Paul Durand-Ruel (2004), adding to the sociological
investigations undertaken by Harrison and Cynthia White (1965) into the notional ‘Dealer-Critic’
system that helped boost the commercial fortunes of the Impressionists. Meanwhile, many of the
marketing strategies adopted by dealers of avant-garde art in Continental Europe in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century have been comprehensively elucidated by Robert
Jensen in his Marketing Modernism in Fin-De-Siècle Europe (1994) and in Michael Fitzgerald’s
Making Modernism: Picasso and the Creation of the Market for Twentieth-Century Art (1996).
Biographies and autobiographies, while requiring a more sceptical reading, nevertheless add
colour to our model of the twentieth-century art dealer as it developed from the shameless self-
promotion of Joseph Duveen, through the inter-war activities of intellectual dealer/publishers
such as Ambroise Vollard and Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler in Paris, to post-war New York gallerists
such as Leo Castelli, Sam Kootz, Pierre Matisse, Julian Levy and Betty Parsons. Malcolm L.
Goldstein’s Landscape with Figures: A History of Art Dealing in the United States (2000) is a rich
contribution to the literature on the development of the American market.The last decade has
seen a shift in emphasis towards the professional practices at work in the contemporary art
trade, its economics, investment potential and underlying ethical structures (or relative lack of
them). The literature on the economics and sociology of contemporary art continues to expand.
Classic texts here include William Grampp’s, Pricing the Priceless (1989), and Howard Becker’s
Art Worlds (1982), both required reading for an understanding of the sociology of the Creative
Industries. A more recent contribution in this vein is Olav Velthuis’s Talking Prices (2005), which
explored pricing strategies at work in contemporary art galleries in Amsterdam and New York,
while Noah Horowitz’s Art of the Deal (2011) sought to grapple with some of the more topical
issues in experiential and performance-based art, in art funds and art fairs.The frenetic annual
global art fair circuit, long overlooked by academics and publishers, is finally beginning to
generate some analytical literature, as are the participatory art practices that increasingly cluster
around these public spectacles. Paco Barragán’s The Art Fair Age (2008), Claire Bishop’s
Artificial Hells (2012) and Francesco Garutti’s edited volume of critical interventions, Fairland
(2014) all take a long-overdue critical approach to the so-called ‘event-driven’ art market. One or



two recent texts by art market journalists and commentators have also offered illuminating and
occasionally amusing insights into the carnivalesque goings-on in the upper reaches of the
trade: Georgina Adam’s Big Bucks (2014), Sarah Thornton’s Seven Days in the Art World
(2009), Don Thompson’s The $200 Million Stuffed Shark (2008) all emerge from first-hand
encounters with the glitzier end of the market and its more prominent celebrity personalities.
Melanie Gerlis’s Art as an Investment? (2014) casts a constructively sceptical eye over art’s
much vaunted investment profile.Finally, handbooks and guides have been arriving thick and
fast from economists, investors, innovators and other disrupters bent on pushing the traditional
art market towards the attitudes and approaches more commonly encountered in banking and
finance. Recent examples of this genre include Sergey Skaterschikov’s Skate’s Art Investment
Handbook (2010), Clare McAndrew’s edited volume Fine Art and High Finance (2010), Anna M.
Dempster’s edited volume Risk and Uncertainty in the Art World (2014). Arthur Tompkins’s new,
timely edited collection of essays Art Crime and Its Prevention (2016) grapples with the dark
underbelly of the art market, offering advice on issues such as museum security, art insurance
and the safeguarding of cultural heritage in conflict zones.AcknowledgementsThe present book
was incubated over many years spent interacting with the art market in a wide variety of roles
across the academic, publishing and business sectors. Throughout that time I have benefited
from the expertise and astute insights offered by journalist friends, business associates, art
market professionals, fellow academics, and my students and colleagues in the Faculty of Art,
Design and Architecture at Kingston University. I have also learned much from conversations
with colleagues at the Institut des Études Supérieures (IESA) in Paris; at Richmond, the
American International University in London; and at the Association for Research into Crimes
Against Art (ARCA) in Amelia, Italy. Their knowledge and experience have enriched this project
beyond measure and any errors and shortcomings in the text are entirely mine.Many people
have stimulated my thinking on the licit and illicit markets in art and cultural heritage in recent
years. Warm thanks go to Georgina Adam, Lynda Albertson, David Bellingham, Tristram
Besterman, Marie Cambefort, Noah Charney, Nick Eastaugh, Terence Coventry, Ton Cremers,
Eleni Cubitt, Laurence Cutler, Anna Dempster, Dick Ellis, Alice Farren-Bradley, Patricia van
Gene-Saillet, Samer Abdel Ghafour, Judy Goffman-Cutler, Angelina Giovani, James Goodwin,
Melanie Gerlis, Louise Hamlin, Sean Henry, Rungwe Kingdon, Krister Kumlin, Charlotte Lee,
Jilleen Nadolny, Howard Lewis, Liz Lydiate, Henry Lydiate, Charlotte Mayer, Jedd Novatt, Eddie
O’Hara, Fabrizio Micalizzi, Chris Marinello, Anders Petterson, Rachel Pownall, Constantine
Sandis, Dusan Sidjanski, Marlen Taffarello, Adriana Turpin, Almuth Tebbenhoff, Fred van de
Walle and Liza Weber. I owe a deep and hitherto unacknowledged debt of thanks to my former
tutors and colleagues at the University of Sussex during the 1980s and 1990s, particularly my
doctoral supervisor Nigel Llewellyn; Maurice Howard; Partha Mitter; David Mellor; Marcia
Pointon; Craig Clunas; Thomas Crowe, and Michelle O’Malley, all of whose support and
constant encouragement during my undergraduate, doctoral and post-doctoral periods at
Sussex I have never forgotten.Warm thanks to Ian Hallsworth and Emily Bedford at Bloomsbury



for embracing the dictionary project and to the Bloomsbury editorial team for their patience and
forensic attention to detail.Finally, special thanks to Mary Longhurst for her boundless patience
during the compilation of the dictionary, to my sons Henry and Fred for understanding my
occasional periods of monastic withdrawal and to my friend and guru Scott Reyburn on whom I
have to come to rely for well-informed and occasionally bibulous dissections of art market
monkey business.London, April 2016IntroductionHow simple is the business of making art
today? We will soon no longer have artists, only business people, just as we already today have
really no connoisseurs, but just dealers.Julius Meier-Graefe, 1913.1This book is about the
terminology used on a daily basis by participants in the international art market, from
auctioneers to art dealers, collectors to curators, art advisers to insurance specialists, fair
directors to financiers. As with any specialist business sector, the language used in the art
market’s daily commercial encounters serves to unite the market’s insiders. However, it also has
the effect, unintended perhaps, of excluding, and thus disempowering, those beyond its
perimeter fence who otherwise might wish to engage with the market. This book seeks to
elucidate some of the art market’s specialist terminology and, where possible, to reveal
something of its etymological roots and historical development.In recent decades, the art market
has witnessed an exponential expansion into new geographical regions (commonly referred to
as emerging, or ‘frontier’ markets) and accommodated new communities, notably those from the
banking and finance sectors. The most significant factors facilitating this expansion have been
the advent of digital technologies – the -internet, e-commerce, mobile telephony and social
networking – and the current wave of globalization. Globalization is not, however, a recent
phenomenon that began with the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, although that event, and the end
of the communist Soviet bloc that it symbolized, certainly helped usher in a new wave of
liberalized market economies and a structural change in the geopolitical landscape. The global
trade in art can be traced back at least to the great collectors of the Italian Renaissance and the
international trade in art and artefacts that gathered pace in the succeeding centuries. A mere
glimpse into the history of the Wunderkammern – those collections of extraordinary natural and
artificial objects assembled by European princes in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries – is
enough to confirm that the networks of global trade in art and artefacts have a long and noble
lineage. As the sociologists Olav Velthuis and Stefano Baia Curioni recently observed,
globalization within the context of the art market should be seen as part of an extended process,
‘a permanent feature of the historical sedimentation of art production, distribution and
consumption’.2The ever-increasing complexity, interconnectedness and ‘financialization’ of
global art commerce that we are witnessing today has also resulted in the steady expansion of
the specialist terminology used by its ‘gatekeepers’. Just as nineteenth-century art critics
developed a new language to describe and critique the innovative art appearing in the 1860s,3
so a similar creative process has forged a terminology appropriate to the protean quality of the
modern art market. The organic nature of the language used in the art market today has not,
however, encouraged greater transparency and democratic engagement. Rather it seems to



obfuscate and obscure, mirroring many of the market’s opaque and often unethical business
practices.Despite its increasing and irreversible globalization, the art market remains
predominantly Anglophone in its communication systems, reflecting the pre-eminence of
London and New York as two of the three most historically important market centres of the
modern era (Paris being the third).4 Barring disruptive geopolitical events, changes in this
pattern will almost certainly be seen in the decades to come as increasing wealth generation
prompts the art markets in China, India, Africa, South America and elsewhere into developing
more sophisticated codes of professional practice. Regional additions to the market’s glossary
are sure to appear as this process intensifies.A close study of the historical evolution of
European art markets reveals that most of the business practices observable in the market today
have precedents in an earlier era. One might cite any number of instances, but one or two
examples will probably be sufficient.The presence of the English contemporary artist Damien
Hirst’s principal dealers, Jay Jopling and Larry Gagosian, at Sotheby’s auction of primary market
works consigned by Hirst in September 2008, promoted widespread comment. The notion that
both dealers were prepared to bid at the sale to protect their own significant inventories of Hirst’s
work dominated news coverage of the auction, leading to speculation that they had effectively
‘bolstered’ Hirst’s prices. In fact, protecting an artist’s market at auction has long been viewed as
among an art dealer’s primary responsibilities, as evinced by the business philosophy of Paul
Durand-Ruel, the pioneering nineteenth-century dealer in Impressionism, who insisted that, ‘to
keep prices up, you must never be in a hurry to sell and be ready to bid at sales for works by
your artists’.5Another significant factor affecting the contemporary discourse of the art market
has been the entry of new participants from the realms of banking and finance. Once again,
there are historical precedents for this, as the words of German art critic Julius Maier-Graefe
quoted at the opening of this introduction make clear. Venturing even further back, art and
banking have been intertwined at least since the Medici family dominated art patronage in
Florence in the fifteenth century.6 The tendency to view art as an investable asset also
motivated agents working for aristocratic collectors in the court of Charles I in the first half of the
seventeenth century. Balthasar Gerbier, adviser to George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, wrote
to his noble client in 1625 to reassure him that, ‘Our pictures, if they were to be sold a century
after our death, would sell for good cash, and for three times more than they cost. I wish I could
live a century, if they were sold, to be able to laugh at these facetious folk who say it is money
cast away for baubles and shadows’.7Almost three hundred years later, in 1904, French
businessman André Level and his associates were exploring the potential of art as a speculative
asset through their pioneering Peau de l’Ours (Skin of the Bear) art investment fund. The works
they bought, by the likes of Picasso, Matisse, van Gogh and Gauguin, may have been viewed by
some of the more conservative critics as the ‘baubles and shadows’ of their time, but they
reaped a handsome reward for the fund’s dozen investors and indeed for the artists
themselves.8The growth of art-orientated financial activity in recent times – manifested in art
investment funds, in asset-backed lending, various forms of arbitrage and the development of art



indices – has in turn stimulated economists to take a fresh look at art as a commodity. This is
perhaps not surprising given the challenge that art represents compared with other
commodities, or ‘asset classes’. Adam Smith (1723–90), the acknowledged father of classical
economics, had little to say about art, while leading economists of the nineteenth century such
as David Ricardo, Stanley Jevons and Alfred Marshall were equally reticent on the subject, their
economic models apparently confounded by art’s uniqueness and the irrationality at work on the
demand side of the equation. However, all this began to change in the 1960s as a new era of
affluence began to take shape. This brought with it another wave of consternation from those
naturally sceptical of the occult union of art and money, notably the American critic and art
historian Leo Steinberg. In a series of lectures given at the Museum of Modern Art in 1968,
Steinberg detected the emergence of a new hybrid language in which the term -‘speculative
growth stock’ stood for avant-garde modernism, -quality was expressed as ‘market
attractiveness’ and an adverse change of taste had become ‘technical obsolescence’. In another
decade, Steinberg predicted, ‘we shall have mutual funds based on securities in the form of
pictures held in bank vaults’.9 It did not take a decade. The British Rail Pension Fund was
established just two years after Steinberg’s lectures were published, in turn serving to
encourage a glut of later mutual funds of various kinds (although few of them have survived).10
The bank vault has also been replaced by the free port, variants of which are proliferating around
the world as the super-rich demand secure, confidential, tax-exempt storerooms for their blue-
chip assets.Today, despite the indifference of their pioneering predecessors, economists love
nothing more than building complex econometric algorithms for divining the volatility, risk profile
and investment potential of art works. Whether all this esoteric number crunching can be
harmoniously reconciled with art’s aesthetic dimension is yet to be resolved.In the introduction to
his book Economics and Culture in 2001, the economist David Throsby refers to a lecture he
had given some years earlier in which he light-heartedly developed a metaphorical illustration of
the relationship between economics and art. He asked his audience to imagine that economics
and art were two human individuals and went on to suggest what kind of people they might be:I
suggested that the economy as a real person would certainly be male, somewhat overweight,
prone to hypochondria, garrulous and inclined to neglect his personal -freshness – in short not
the sort of individual you would relish sitting next to on a long aeroplane flight. In the same vein
… art would just as certainly be female, smart, unpredictable, and somewhat
intriguing.11Throsby then proceeded to postulate a scenario in which these two people
encountered each other at a party, asking, ‘Would they have the slightest interest in each other
and, if they did, would they perhaps get together?’ Today we might conclude that not only did
they get together, but since their first encounter they have been engaging in frequent
intercourse, and in public view. If Throsby overlooked anything, it was that even some
overweight, garrulous and slightly malodorous hypochondriacs are capable of exerting great
charm on the fairer sex. Whether such advances lead to long and happy matrimony is another
question, of course. One product of their union is a hybrid language, some of which this book



seeks to elucidate.While the entrance into the art market of financial analysts has been
welcomed by members of the banking classes seeking more glamorous opportunities than
stocks and bonds, they have not been greeted with open arms by those more tuned to the
aesthetic turn. Whether and to what extent the increasing involvement of the financial sector is
affecting the kind of art being produced, is now a topic of animated discussion at art fairs,
industry forums, academic symposia and in specialist art publications.12Unsurprisingly, financial
speculators, freewheeling investors and other ‘disrupters’ are attracted by the relative lack of
oversight in high-end art business compared with the stricter regulatory frameworks that govern
more conventional financial markets. Interest in art as a speculative asset has intensified since
the 2008 global financial crisis as the world’s high net worth individuals seek safe havens for
their surplus wealth. Art, they are told, offers security, confidentiality, attractive investment
potential, cultural cachet and access to a privileged social circle. However, as the recent so-
called Panama Papers security leak confirmed, some of the world’s wealthiest individuals were
speculating on art long before the financial crisis of 2008, using the market’s relative absence of
oversight to structure lucrative investment opportunities. As a result, almost every sector of the
art market, from auctions to art fairs, is now connected in some way to interests in international
banking, speculative finance, larger investment portfolios or luxury goods
empires.13AuctionsThe links between art and luxury goods date back to antiquity and grow ever
stronger. One might also argue that the ancient moral debate that has always swirled around the
concept of luxury is as animated as it ever was, but is now articulated through the politics of envy
rather than the edicts of religious obligation. Two of the four leading international auction houses
are now part of large luxury goods conglomerates. Since 2008, Phillips has been owned by the
Moscow-based luxury retailer, Mercury Group, while Christie’s is part of French businessman
and art collector François Pinault’s Groupe Artémis business empire.Art, luxury and cultural
heritage have long functioned as tools of cultural diplomacy and in the post-imperial age that
significance is being used in a variety of ways. In 2009, Christie’s offered the prestigious
collection of important art and furniture assembled by the late French fashion designer Yves St
Laurent and his partner Pierre Bergé. Included in the sale were two bronze animal heads
originating from the Zodiac Fountain designed in the eighteenth century for the Qianlong
emperor by the Jesuit lay brother Giuseppe Castiglione for the Old Summer Palace in Beijing.
During the Second Opium War in 1860, the heads were looted by British and French troops and
brought back to Europe. On hearing that they were to appear at Christie’s auction in Paris,
China’s State Administration of Cultural Heritage pronounced them imperial plunder and sought,
unsuccessfully, to have the sale stopped. In the event, the heads were knocked down at the
auction to Chinese businessman Cai Mingchao, who bid €34.9 million for the two, but then
promptly refused to pay. The heads were returned to Pierre Bergé.To the Western market, the
case of the rat and rabbit heads signalled a new level of risk in art business. Thereafter, many
European and North American auction houses began requesting deposits from buyers prior to
selling Asian works of art of significant value. For Christie’s chairman François Pinault, however,



the rat and rabbit soon turned into a succès de scandale. In 2013, Mr Pinault’s son, François-
Henri Pinault, chairman of the Pinault family’s Kering luxury goods group, accompanied French
president François Hollande on a diplomatic visit to China. He took with him the animal heads,
which by now were the personal property of his father François Pinault, and in a special
ceremony returned them to the Chinese people. The gesture did much to heal relations between
Christie’s and the Chinese authorities. It may also have helped nuance the Pinault family’s
business opportunities in China, for in 2013 Christie’s became the first Western auction house to
be granted permission to conduct sales independently in mainland China. The price François
Pinault paid Pierre Bergé to acquire the heads – even whether it was more or less than their
original auction price – was never disclosed.The opacity surrounding the case of the rat and
rabbit heads is characteristic of a high-end auction market now defined by an endemic culture of
confidentiality, a generalized lack of transparency and the use of ever more obscure financial
instruments and marketing techniques. Such business deals may not be illegal but whether they
communicate a positive image of the art market is questionable.Since at least the 1970s, both
Christie’s and publicly listed Sotheby’s have continued to engage in risky art-based -derivatives
such as guarantees. The auction guarantee is an elaborate marketing ploy to incentivize
collectors to consign -high-value works to auction. Under such arrangements, owners are
guaranteed a pre-agreed price for the work whether or not it fetches that price at the sale. The
byzantine inner workings of some of the more recent guarantees have recently been forensically
scrutinized by financial analysts sceptical of their commercial wisdom.The first guarantee seems
to have been Sotheby’s advance in 1958 of an undisclosed sum to the English aristocrat Jocelyn
Beauchamp to secure the consignment of Poussin’s Adoration of the Shepherds. On that
occasion, the auction house assumed all of the risk. In 1999, Sotheby’s again offered a
guarantee to persuade the collectors Daniel and Eleanore Saidenberg to consign Picasso’s
Seated Woman in a Garden (1938) to the auction block. This time, however, they secured (for
the first time) a third-party backer to underwrite the guarantee. Neither the identity of the third
party nor the financial details of the guarantee were ever disclosed.These early instances of pre-
sale incentives were merely a -prelude to more recent examples of even greater complexity.
Whether the auction houses themselves have a proper grasp of the intricacies of these
elaborately structured transactions has recently been called into question.14 Nor is it clear
whether the shareholders have been made fully aware of the potential repercussions, should
these guarantee arrangements go wrong.It is widely acknowledged that among the root causes
of the 2008 global financial crisis was a failure on the part of Western governments and the
international banking community to establish a clear dividing line between retail banking, which
traditionally took a prudent approach toward its operations, and merchant banking, which
engages in more creative approaches to investment. Nobody from the banking sector sought to
reinforce the division because those who had the power to do so were the same people who
created the problem in the first place. Moreover, they were too busy benefiting from it to do
anything about it. The aftershocks are still being felt throughout the global economy, as the



recent and ongoing Eurozone crisis has made dramatically clear; and yet the investment banks
continue to behave as if nothing happened.The relationship of retail banking to investment
banking is now broadly reflected in the global art market, which in recent years has seen the
emergence of two distinct categories. On the one hand is a sizeable and broadly accessible
sector governed by conventional art-pricing mechanisms; on the other is an elite upper sector in
which prices, controlled by the auction houses and ultra high net worth individuals, have risen to
unprecedented levels. What unites these two realms is the highly specialist terminology of the
art market. Developed over several centuries and more recently embellished by the lexicon of
high finance, art market language has evolved to serve the commercial interests of market
insiders. It also -functions to guard the exclusivity, privacy and confidentiality on which the
market is widely thought to depend. As art and finance have become more closely aligned, so a
new art–-business language has come into being. Relatively few outside the art world speak this
language and fewer still comprehend the business practices it represents.In his account of the
2008 investment banking collapse, Michael Lewis points out that many top Wall Street
executives failed to understand the complexities of synthetic Collateralized Debt Obligations
(CDOs), Credit Default Swaps (CDSs) and other labyrinthine derivatives being traded by their
employees and others in the sub-prime mortgage market.15 The obscurity of the terminology
and lack of oversight on the part of the ratings agencies almost crippled the global banking
system. The crisis turned out to be as much a failure of communication as of corporate
negligence. John Lanchester’s recent book, How to Speak Money, sought to explain the often
obscure glossary used in the banking and finance sectors. The present book aims to do the
same for the art market.16To put this into perspective, we can be sure that however complex its
trading practices become, the art market is unlikely to threaten the global economy. That does
not mean, however, that its inner workings should be spared external scrutiny. Nor should an
understanding of its terminology be confined to a chosen few. As art prices rise and ever greater
amounts of money change hands in convoluted investment schemes, so the market is becoming
less and less transparent, increasing the need for stricter regulation and a clearer understanding
of its language and business protocols.The confidential nature of the modern auction industry
has concealed the full scale and implications of some of the more significant backroom deals of
the recent past. In November 1997, Christie’s sold the bulk of the collection of important works of
modern art assembled over decades by the discerning American collectors Victor and Sally
Ganz. The New York auction of the Ganz Collection has long been regarded as a defining
moment in modern art market history, appearing to set a new auction record for a single-owner
collection and giving the market a shot in the arm that triggered a new boom. The morning after
the sale, the New York Times reported, ‘… the Ganz name received the art world’s blessing as a
pristine provenance and therefore commanded high prices’.17 However, documents recently
revealed in the so-called Panama Papers data-leak have confirmed that by the time the sale took
place, Victor and Sally Ganz were no longer the owners of the collection. The majority of the
works had been secretly sold in May that year to the British-born -billionaire, currency trader Joe



Lewis in a complex deal involving a Lewis-controlled offshore shell company, Simsbury
International Corporation, working with Christie’s and its subsidiary, Spink & Son. According to
The Guardian, documents leaked from the Panamanian law firm Mossack Fonseca (which acted
as agent for Simsbury International Corporation) suggest that Spink & Son may have bought the
works from the Ganzs before selling them on to Simsbury. Lewis had in turn agreed to consign
them for sale at Christie’s. It was further agreed that if the auction total exceeded $168 million,
the proceeds would be split 50/50 between Lewis and Christie’s. Lewis, it has emerged, also
owned a 28.7 per cent shareholding in Christie’s in 1997, at that time a publicly listed
company.18Such transactions are not illegal, but whether they represent a conflict of interest is
another matter. The Ganz pictures, after all, were marketed to the world by Christie’s prior to the
sale as ‘the collection of Victor and Sally Ganz’, when in reality they were owned by Joe
Lewis.19 Provenance – the chain of ownership – is of critical importance in the art market and an
unbroken provenance can add a significant dividend to a work’s value. It transpires that the Ganz
Collection was anything but ‘pristine’, as the New York Times described it, but rather obscured
by the murky chiaroscuro of offshore banking business. In short, as a recent report in the New
York Times International concluded, the Ganz Collection had been ‘flipped’.20TechnologyDigital
technology has changed the art market almost beyond recognition, affecting everything from the
creative processes of making art, to its marketing, display, sale and distribution. Visiting a
contemporary art fair today is to encounter technological applications at every turn. Video art is
now a commonplace of contemporary art fairs, shown on wall-mounted plasma screens or in
specially designated booths. Dealers sit communing with their laptops, tablets and phones,
while visitors snap artworks and share them instantly on social media. Before an art fair or
gallery exhibition has opened, dealers have often disseminated jpegs of the work to their client
list (itself ever expanding thanks to digital media) and it is no longer unusual for some shows to
sell out even before the opening night on the strength of the digital image alone. This reveals a
significant change in the way contemporary art is approached and consumed. The importance
of the material characteristics of a work – the particularity of its physical presence in the viewer’s
personal space, the intimate, haptic charge of encountering it ‘in the flesh’ – have been replaced
by the thrill of instant, digitized acquisition. The arrival into the market of a new class of ‘click-and-
buy’ collectors has been one of the most notable changes in the market in recent years. A recent
art market research report estimated that the value of the online art market grew from $1.57
billion in 2013 to $2.64 billion in 2014, as ‘global online art and collectibles sales platforms
gained traction’.21As such findings bear out, entrepreneurs in online galleries and electronic
auctions have become as influential within the new, global, financialized art market as
economists, lawyers and art advisers. Many of the new electronic platforms have been created
in response to a changing demographic that includes interior decorators and short-term
speculators willing to buy studio-fresh, ‘wet paint’ art, ‘sight-unseen’, their appetites as likely to
have been whetted by an Instagram image, twitter-trend or water-cooler chitchat as by
interacting with the work face-to-face at a gallery exhibition or private view.Over the last ten



years, a new breed of art market ‘disrupters’ has come surfing in on the back of these social
networking technologies, bent on sweeping aside what they see as the sclerotic, constraining
structures of the traditional market with its established hierarchies, waiting lists, snobbish social
codes and the unsustainable, overweening power of the auction houses.In the late 1990s and
early 2000s, the internet was welcomed by many as ushering in a new era of transparency.
Henceforth, historical art prices would be accessible through online databases such as Artnet
and Artprice, both of which enjoyed unprecedented IPOs on the tech stock exchanges of Paris
and Frankfurt in 2002 and 1999, respectively. The dot-com revolution seemed to hold out the
real hope of a new, level playing field in which market-related data, previously immured in the
archives and libraries of auction houses and prestigious dealerships, would be publicly
available. It was not long, however, before the democratizing effect promised by the internet -
revolution came under attack from certain sectors of the trade who saw it as a threat to their
profit margins. Now it was easy for prospective buyers to research what a dealer had paid at
auction and to challenge his mark-up. The internet entrepreneurs responded as one might
expect: the internet cannot be switched off; the bell of technological progress cannot be un-rung.
Yet strategies of opposition are now -forming as a new wave of new internet companies begin to
challenge not only the traditional offline market that the internet had promised to replace, but
also to meet the demands of a trade seemingly uncomfortable with the very idea of
transparency.For four hundred years, public auctions have been regarded as instruments of
price disclosure. The prices they generated were seen by early catalogue collectors such as
Gerard Hoet and Frits Lugt as a commodity in their own right. When archived and analysed,
historical prices represented a gold mine of information that could help improve future buying
decisions. Today, however, electronic auction platforms are emerging that refuse to disclose the
prices realized. Nor do these prices make their way into online or offline databases. These
developments will no doubt be welcomed by dealers seeking privacy from prying eyes, but what
impact might they have on future quantitative research of the global market, or on analysts
creating indices for specific artists for investment or other purposes?Some of the more
established members of the bricks-and-mortar trade seem relatively unconcerned about internet-
based price disclosure, confident that their gallery margins represent the value they add to the
works through the research they conduct, cleaning and conservation of the work, the prestigious
reputation of the gallery and their willingness to buy the work back should the owner decide to
sell at any point in the future. Some of the more traditional dealers do, however, view the brash
business models of the new internet arrivistes with concern. Serious dealers in the primary
market tend to regard the long-term careers of their artists as central to their raison d’être as
dealers. Traditionally, this has required a range of strategies that include, inter alia, presenting
the artist’s work in a suitable exhibition environment, looking after the artist’s emotional and
financial well-being, cultivating critical responses to the work, and monitoring the artist’s prices
on the secondary market. Most importantly, they endeavour to ensure that the art is placed with
the right museum collections or the right private collectors who will respond in an appropriate



way to the work, who will look after it for the longer term and, if their circumstances or tastes
change, will preferably sell it back to the dealer rather than enter it into an auction. In this way,
the dealer’s interests are aligned with those of the artist. Above all, ensuring that an artist’s work
eventually finds a home in a museum collection remains a central aim of many primary market
dealers, but is a factor of little concern to online galleries and electronic auctions. Indeed some
of the more recent electronic auction companies – particularly those seeking to persuade
dealers to sell through their platform – still follow the standard approach of ‘real-world’ auction
houses in admitting their indifference to who buys the work. One executive of an online auction
company was asked at a conference in Barcelona in 2014 how his company planned to manage
control of who bought the work since this is still seen by established dealers as critical to the
structure of a successful market. His reply was, ‘I don’t think there is control; I think the idea of
control is not real and I think trying to control is actually wasted effort. I think the effort should be
placed in trying to work around something that is already going to happen’.22
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